The Transformational Capabilities of CMiC in the Palm of your Hand

With anytime, anywhere real-time access, an intuitive interface, and all the power of CMiC’s ERP and Field solutions, CMiC Mobile streamlines data collection, workflow management and analytical reporting for your entire field team.

Mobile Field – Groundbreaking Productivity in Every Job Site

Whether your team uses an iOS or Android device, CMiC’s Mobile Field connects you anywhere, at any time. Review, create, edit and share actionable project data with team members from any location, whether fully connected or casually disconnected. Record and view daily job site activities, weather, labor and labor productivity. Access your project directory, respond to RFIs, manage drawings, take photos and attach them to drawings, and punch items… plus so much more.

Mobile Web – A Truly Portable ERP

CMiC Mobile Web releases unparalleled enterprise-class construction software on mobile devices—with optimal viewing and navigation. Optimized for mobile browsers like Chrome and Safari, this solution combines desktop functionality with a mobile friendly experience. Mobile Web moves beyond the office and delivers your enterprise construction desktop to mobile devices, without any loss in your operational workflow.

From Our Customers

The executives can approve invoices from the airport or on-the-go. Because it’s easy for invoices to ‘stack up,’ CMiC Mobile has helped to speed up the flow of information... the quality of the information is more accurate because superintendents don’t have to sit down at the end of the day and try and remember what happened because they already entered it into CMiC on the jobsite.

—Jeff Metcalf, Director of Information Systems, Layton Construction
CMiC Field connects you anywhere, at any time. Review, create, edit and share actionable project data with team members from any location, whether fully connected or casually disconnected.

ECM Mobile – Enterprise Content in the Palm of your Hand

CMiC ECM Mobile is purpose-built for the enterprise and is part of a suite of mobile applications that enable next-generation construction teams to execute their projects with greater accuracy, speed and efficiency than ever before. ECM Mobile allows your project stakeholders to quickly view, markup and create communication project types, such as RFIs, along with versioning and file check-in/check-out from their tablets—all with enterprise-based identity and access controls.

Drawing Management – Embedded Capabilities for a Seamless User Experience

Managing different versions of hundreds of drawings across disparate teams is difficult by itself. When you add multiple software applications to the process, the task becomes cumbersome and painfully slow. Regain your team’s productivity by deploying a single system with native drawing management capabilities, delivering seamless synchronization between your architects and engineers, and across your home office and project site teams. If necessary, you can connect third-party drawing management application that you already use—CMiC has built-in integrations with all the major drawing management systems.

CMiC delivers the most comprehensive and advanced enterprise and field operations solutions for construction and capital projects companies. CMiC’s powerful software transforms how firms optimize productivity, minimize risk and drive growth by planning and managing all financials, projects, resources, and content assets—all from a Single Database Platform™.

For more information visit cmicglobal.com
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